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Abstract
This article is interestedin the problemof the linguisticcon-

tent of a speech corpus. Depending on the target task (speech
recognition, speech synthesis, etc) we try to control the phono-
logical and linguistic content of the corpus by collectingan op-
timal set of sentences which make it possible to cover a pre-
set description of phonological attributes (prosodic tags, allo-
phones, syllables, etc) under the constraint of a minimal over-
all duration. This goal is classically achieved by greedy algo-
rithms which however do not guarantee the optimality of the
desired cover. We propose to call upon the principle of la-
grangian relaxation where a set covering problem is solved by
iterating between a primal and a dual spaces. We propose to
evaluate our proposed methodology against a standard greedy
algorithm in order to estimate an optimal phone and diphone
covering in French. Our results show that our algorithm based
on a lagrangian relaxation principle gives a 10% better solu-
tion than a standard greedy algorithm and especially enables to
locate the absolute quality of the proposed solution by giving
a lower bound to the set covering problem. According to our
experiments, our best solution is only 0.8% far from the lower
bound of the phone and diphone covering problem.

1. Introduction
Within the field of automaticspeechprocessing, many technolo-
gies (word recognition, speech synthesis, speaker recognition,
etc.) rely on machine learning mechanisms. Such a method-
ological framework tries to estimate the parameters of given
models using speech corpora recorded from different speakers.
The quality of all these models strongly depends on the con-
tents of these learning corpora. So as to cover the maximum of
events and to guaranteea powerful modeling, two strategies are
possible for the definition of a training corpus.

First of all, it is always possible to collect, at random, more
and more acoustic materials. This is the simplest solution but
which can quickly become the most expensive insofar as the
collected sample undergoes the natural distribution of the re-
quired events. In linguistics, this distribution is of exponential
nature, which means that very few events take place very fre-
quently compared with a considerablemass of very rare events.
Thus, a speech synthesis system which manages several acous-
tic alternatives of a rare phonologicalunit will have to harvest a
very important amount of data to hope to collect these units.

An alternative to an undifferentiated collection consists in
explicitly controllingthe content of the learning corpus accord-
ing to the concernedsystem. This idea is not recent since phone
covering criteria were always applied for the definition of a

speech corpus. However, if it is relatively easy to balance the
phonetic diversity in a linguistic corpus, it becomes more diffi-
cult to control the presence of events longer than the phoneme
given the heavy-taileddistribution of these events. For example,
a speech synthesis system needs a corpus containinga large va-
riety of 2, 3 or n-phones acoustic units. A speech recognition
system using an allophonicmodeling will may find it very ben-
eficial to be based on a learning corpus which ensures a good
representationof the allophonicalternatives in the language.

We think that it is conceivable to define an optimal cover-
ing corpus extracted automatically from huge text corpora and
annotated by linguistic attributes (syntactic, grammatical and
phonological). The process automatically defines an optimal
subset of sentences, considering the overall speech duration,
that enables the best covering of the different linguisticfeatures
necessary to the aimed task. The problem is connected to a set-
covering problem (SCP) that is a NP-hardproblem[1]. It is thus
necessary to use sub-optimalor heuristic algorithms.

Many heuristics have already been published. In all cases,
the methodology is based on a greedy algorithm. Thus, [2]
applies a greedy algorithm to build a database for a speech
recognition task thanks to hierarchically organized covering
attributes. In [3], the aim is to build a corpus whose di-
phoneme/triphonemedistribution approximates a uniform dis-
tribution. The greedy strategy is driven by a sentence cost func-
tion based on the Kullback-Lieblerdivergence, but does not as-
sure a complete unit coverage. From an algorithmic point of
view, [4] proposes a pair-exchange mecanism. In [5], the first
reverse greedy algorithm is introduced as a spitting algorithm,
that deletes uninteresting sentences, and followed by a greedy
pair exchange. In [6], several cost strategies and greedy algo-
rithm variants are studied and applied to the construction of a
speech synthesis corpus. This methodology has been recently
implementedto build the Neologos corpus [7].

In this paper, as an alternative to a greedy algorithm, we
propose a solution to the set covering problem based on the la-
grangian relaxation. In spite of its simplicity, a greedy algo-
rithm suffers from the sub-optimal results that it can produce,
[8]. [9] shows that for one iterationof the computation,the next
sentence that will be retained in the optimal solution is chosen
in a large set of sentences of identical minimal cost, and can
lead to an instable solution.

Solving a set covering problem by lagrangian relaxation
may find an exact solution for problems of reasonable scale,
ie. a few thousands lines by a few hundreds columns. The
complexity order of covering problems that we are interested
in speech processing is about millions of lines by thousands of
columns (covering attributes). It is then necessary to consider
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solving algorithms that use heuristics in order to efficiently ap-
proach the optimal solution. This paper is essentially based on
Caprara’s work [10] which deals with crew scheduling in an
italian railway company.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first introduces
notations and the principles of the set covering problem and
next we present our lagrangian relaxation algorithm. Section
3 describes the experimental methodology that we applied to
compare a greedy solution and methodology. Finally, in section
4, the results are presented and discussed.

2. Optimal covering using lagrangian
relaxation

2.1. Notations and principles

Before presentingthe algorithmdesigned for solving very large
scale SCP instances,we introducein this sectionsome notations
and properties relative to the SCP and lagrangian relaxation.

Let us consider a corpus A of n sentences composed of
m distinct attributes u1, . . . , um - phonological units, acoustic
unit classes, prosodic attributes, etc. A can be represented by
a matrix A = (aij), where aij is the instance number of ui

in the sentence sj . We denote the unit set U = {u1, . . . , um}
and define M = {1, . . . , m} and N = {1, . . . , n}. With every
sentence sj , a cost cj is combined.

A cover of U is a subset of A which contains, for every ui,
a minimal number bi of instances. It is described by a column
vector X = (xj)j!N , where xj = 1 if the sentence sj be-
longs to the cover and 0 otherwise. In other words, a cover is a
solution X ! {0, 1}n of the following system :

"i ! M,
!

j!N

aijxj # bi . (1)

Since the integer entries of B and A are not only 0 or 1 like in
[10, 11, 12], but can be greater than 1, we can term our opti-
mization problem as a multi-represented set covering problem.
If it is quite easy to determine such a cover, we want a cover
with the lowest possible cost. The cost of a cover corresponds
to the sum of the costs of all its elements. This SCP can be
written as:

X" = arg min
X!{0,1}n

AX"B

CX (2)

where

C = (c1, . . . , cn)

B = (b1, . . . , bm)T .

We briefly recall the main properties of the lagrangian re-
laxation on which the algorithm we propose is based on - see,
e.g. [13] for an introduction).Let a column vector ! ! Rm

+ , we
introduce the lagrangiansubproblemassociatedwith (2):

L(!) = min
X!{0,1}n

!T B + C(!)X (3)

where the j-th coordinatecj(!) of

C(!) = C $ !T A

is called the lagrangiancost, or reduced cost, of sj . The coordi-
nates of ! = (!i)i!M are called lagrangianmultipliersand can
be interpretedas a weighting of the constraints (1).

The lagrangian function L(!) satisfies the fundamental
property: for every ! ! Rm

+ and every cover X , we have

L(!) % CX ,

which provides a lower bound of the minimal cover cost. Let us
notice that this lower bound is not necessary reached. Its cal-
culus is simple, a solution X(!) of this optimisation problem
in (3) is xj(!) = 1 if cj(!) < 0, xj(!) = 0 if cj(!) > 0
and xj(!) ! {0, 1} if cj(!) = 0. Moreover, the lagrangian
functiongives us informationof the usefulnessof each sentence
within the optimal cover. Indeed, for a given ! and an upper
bound UB of the optimal cover cost, we can compute a gap
g = UB$ L(!) which measures the quality of the relaxation.
If cj(!) is strictlygreater than g, we can check that any feasible
solution of SCP containing sj has a cost value strictly greater
than UB. Hence, the variable xj can be fixed at zero. The same
reasoningshows that one can fix xj to 1 whenever cj(!) < $g.
Therefore, an optimal cover is made up of sentences with a low
lagrangiancost [10, 11].

The lagrangian dual problem of (2) consists in determin-
ing a lagrangian multiplier vector !" ! Rm

+ which maximizes
the lower bound L(!). This real variable function being con-
cave and piecewise affine, a well-known approach for finding
a near-optimal multiplier vector is the subgradient algorithm
which uses the following subgradientvector:

S(!) = B $AX(!) . (4)

A simple iterative procedure generates a sequence (!k) based
on the updating formula

!k+1 = max

"
!k +

#
µ

UB$ L(!k)
||S(!k)||2

$
S(!k), 0

%

where !0 is defined arbitrarily, and µ > 0 is a adjustable step
size parameter.

2.2. Algorithm

In this paragraph, we describe the algorithm used to produce
the optimal linguistic corpus. We note hereafter the LamSCP
(lagrangian based algorithm for multi-represented SCP) algo-
rithm. This set covering algorithm is inspired by paper [12] and
benefits from the main advantages of the lagrangian relaxation
describedpreviously in order to obtain the best possiblesolution
as quickly as possible. Our main contribution is the generaliza-
tion of this approach to take into account the multi-represented
problem. This improvement lies on formulas (1) - (4) and the
introduction of vector B. The main steps of the algorithm are
presented in figure 1. For more details, please refer to [12] and
the associated references.

The algorithm is structured into three main phases as men-
tioned on figure 1. In order to fulfill the objective of precision,
we try to optimize a !" vector through the subgradient phase.
In the heuristic phase, the neighborhood of !" is explored a
great number of times. A sequence of lagrangian multipliers is
generated according to the formula

!k+1 = max
&
!k + S(!k), 0

'
,

with !0 = !", so as to allow for a change in a larger number
of components of !k+1. A procedure of greedy type is asso-
ciated to each neighboringvector, in order to obtain a covering
through the use of the lagrangian costs. From the best obtained
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solution, we identify "promising" sentences during the column
fixing phase. The sub-problem of this residual covering is then
processed similarly. The iteration of the 3-phase procedure is
stopped when the residual sub-problem is empty, or when the
associated lagrangian function is too costly. More precisely,
since the lagrangian function indicates a minimal cost for cov-
ering the sub-problem, its addition to the costs of the sentences
already retained gives a minorationof the total cost of the solu-
tion under construction, which should not rise beyond the UB
cost of the best known solution in order to be potentially more
advantageous.

To reduce the computing complexity, the most frequently
used heuristic consists in downsizing the problem by consid-
ering mainly the sentences with the lowest lagrangian costs.
The procedure known as pricing, called during the subgradient
phase, consists in getting the 3 phases to work on a subset con-
taining sentences with a low lagrangian cost. We complete this
subset with some other sentences in order to make sure that the
size of the sub-corpus is sufficient with respect to the number
of units to cover. The reduction of the problem in the proce-
dure known as greedy consists in selecting the sentence within
a limited subset of sentences of lowest lagrangian cost. These
costs are then updated. If the maximum in this subset is big-
ger than the minimal lagrangian cost of the sentences that were
initially excluded, the algorithm also updates the working sub-
set. Finally, the phase known as columnfixing and the procedure
known as refining consist in really reducing the size of the prob-
lem by fixing a set of columns and readaptingthe matrix as well
as the constraints.

The sentences selected during the column fixing phase re-
main selected for the whole 3-phase procedure. They are cho-
sen among the sentences covering rare units, or with a very low
lagrangian cost. More precisely, this phase considers the set of
sentenceswith a lagrangiancost below a threshold" , and it fixes
those that cover lesser frequent units in that set. A greedy pro-
cedure is applied on the residual sub-problem, which results in
a number of fixed sentencesnf , with a lowest lagrangiancost.

Finally, every time the refining procedure is called, the set
of sentences is rebuilt. That step selects, up to a certain percent-
age of covering, the sentences that contribute the least to the
gap g.

One should note that in order to adapt the algorithm to the
multi-representedcase, we threshold matrix A using the con-
straints B of the problem. Indeed, the covering potential of a
sentence is only the minimum between what it really covers,
and the minimum number of times that a unit should be covered
in the solution.

3. Experimentalmethodology
3.1. Presentationof the corpora

The corpora on which we have worked have been built from
the original text of the journal "Le Monde" during year 1997.
The text database initially counts 172,168 annotated sentences
structured in sequences of phonemes. To encode one instance
of the covering problem, we have used a sparse matrix structure
where a line represents a sentence chosen in the corpus, and a
column representsa unit to cover. Each non-void cell of the ma-
trix corresponds to a non-zero value which equals the number
of occurrencesof the unit ui present in the sentence sj .

Given the sentences of the original corpus, we have built
two different initial corpora: in the first we have taken the whole
set of the text sentences as is, in the second one we have cut the

Figure 1: The LamSCP structure. The rectangularboxes repre-
sent the stages which aim to improve the quality of the solution,
and the ellipses correspond to the stages which are intended to
reduce the problem size.

original sentences into words to get shorter but more numerous
sequences of phonemes. These two corpora are respectively
called le-monde-sentenceand le-monde-word.

With these two corpora we have studied a cover in terms
of phonemes and diphonemes. The construction of the cover-
ing unit set has been done by examining each sequence and by
collecting the phones and diphones encountered .

We present in Tab.1 the statistics concerning the corpora
that we have built. One should note that the two databasescover
the 35 phonemesof the French language. The corpus le-monde-
word does not contain any unit composedof the silence symbol.

le-monde-sentence le-monde-word
Number of
sentences 172,168 3,943,099

Number of units
(phonemes and
diphonemes)

1,207 1,019

Average
length in phones
(Standard
deviation)

97 (60) 5 (2.5)

Matrix
density 8.46% 0.87%

Table 1: Statisticsof the studied corpora.
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3.2. Experiment 1, mono-represented cover on corpus le-
monde-sentence

The first experiment consists in a reduction of the corpus le-
monde-sentenceusing two algorithms, a classical greedy algo-
rithm against LamSCP in order to compare some results. As
a constraint, we want to cover each unit (phonemes and di-
phonemes) at least once. The main purpose is to minimize the
corpus length in term of the recording size. This is the reason
why we define the sentence cost as its number of phones.

In this study, we have used a greedy agglomeration algo-
rithm followed by a greedy spitting algorithm. Previous works
have shown that this kind of combined algorithmprovides most
of the time good resultswith a score functiondefined as the cov-
ering potential of a sentence divided by its number of phones
[6, 9].

We have used the LamSCP algorithm as described sec-
tion 2.2. However, because of the exponential distribution of
units [6, 9], we do not have to fix too many sentences in the col-
umn fixing procedure. This is the reason why we use a threshold
" = 1 (see section 2.2) instead of $0.001 proposed initially in
[12]. Thanks to this choice, we hope that the algorithmwill find
a better solution but an other side effect concerns an extra time
consuming.

3.3. Experiment 2, multi-represented cover on corpus le-
monde-sentence

As a second step, we propose to deal with the multi-represented
covering case. Indeed, one of our main contribution is the gen-
eralization of a lagrangian relaxation algorithm in order to add
constraint when more than one representative is needed. As an
example, we could impose at least ten representatives per allo-
phonic classes to satisfya HMM learningrequirementin speech
recognition.

Once again, we compare the LamSCP and the greedy algo-
rithm on the corpus le-monde-sentence. But now, we ask for five
representatives per unit when it is possible (13 diphonemes are
represented less than five times in the original corpus). Except
this point, this experiment is realized in the same methodologi-
cal framework as for the first experiment.

3.4. Experiment 3, mono-represented cover on corpus le-
monde-word

Finally, it seems interesting to check if variations between the
greedy and the LamSCP algorithms are related to the difficulty
of the problem, i.e. the number of sentence available compared
to the constraints and the number of units. That is why we try
both methods, greedy and lagrangian relaxation, on the corpus
le-monde-word which provides less constraints in spite of the
great number of columns (around three millions)

We have made this experimentin the same conditionsas the
first one (see section 3.2). At least one phone and diphone in the
solution is wanted.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Experiment1

On the one hand, the first experiment shows that the greedy
algorithm, applied on le-monde-sentence, builds a drastically
reducedcorpus in size since it is composedof only 8,641 phones
instead of the 16,496,441 ones in the original base. The use
of LamSCP increases again the covering quality by more than
10%, with a solution costing 7,776 phones.

On the other hand, we can notice that LamSCP chooses
longer sentences than the greedy algorithm, since the average
sentence length are respectively 30.0 and 26.9 phones.

Finally, the best lower bound determined by LamSCP is
equal to 7717 phones. It is close to the obtained solutions since
the ideal improvement of the greedy result should be of 10.7%.
Thus, relatively to this upper bound given by the greedy ap-
proach, our algorithm has done 93.6% of the maximum opti-
mization potential.

Results are detailed in table 2.

4.2. Experiment2

The second experiment concerns the multi-represented case.
The greedy algorithm provides a covering composed of 1,278
sentences for 48,020 phones. So we have an average sentence
length at 37.6 phones.

Our algorithm,for the same problem,find out a corpus with
only 1,039 sentences for 45,401 phones, which means an aver-
age length of 43.7 phones per sentence.

We obtain an improvement of the greedy algorithm of
5.5%. Taking into account the lower bound provided by the
LamSCP which shows that the cost cannot be lower than 45,109
phones, i.e. a maximum improvement of 6.1%, our algorithm
has realized 90.0% of the ideal improvement.

Details of the results are provided in table 2.

4.3. Experiment3

In the last experiment, we have tried to reduce a corpus where
each sentence is in fact a word. It shows that the greedy al-
gorithm can find a cover of phonemes/diphonemeswith only
2,459 phones.

The lagrangian relaxation has found a solution with 2,163
phones, i.e. an improvement of 13.7%. Moreover the lower
bound for this problem is 2,028 phones, so the theoretical
maximum possible improvement is only 17.5% better than the
greedy algorithm. Thus the LamSCP has made 68.7% of the
maximum improvement.

We can notice that the covering cost in phones is divided
by three and half with respect to the first experiment (see sec-
tion 4.1). It could be interesting to study the relationship be-
tween the size of the optimal covering and the average lenght of
the sentences. Indeed with a broader cut than at a word level,
like syntagmsfor example,we could probablyimprove the solu-
tion comparedto the one based on the corpus with full sentences
and keep pronounceablesentences which carry some meaning-
ful events like prosodic realizations.

Details of the results are provided table 2.

4.4. Discussion

The lower bound of the SCP given by the lagrangian relaxation
algorithm permits to assess the real performance of the greedy
algorithm, which provides a solution close to the best solution
(a little more than 10%). For what concerns the LamSCP, its
solutions are closer to the lower bound, which may be probably
not reachable, and then better than the greedy results with a
covering cost reduction around 10%.

We can see that it is importantto have a good approximation
the ability to qualify the results provided by heuristics. This is
the main reason why the lagrangian relaxation is interestingfor
this problem.

Moreover, the results show that sentences chosen by Lam-
SCP are around 15% longer than ones picked-up by the greedy
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Experiment1
"le-monde-sentence"
mono-represented Original Greedy LamSCP Lower bound

Corpus size (phones) 16,496,441 8,641 7,776 7,717
Sentence number 172,168 334 260 N/A
Sentences average
length (phones) 96.8 25.9 30.0 NA

Improvement compared
to greedy (phones) NA 0% 10.0% 10.7%

Experiment2
"le-monde-sentence"
multi-represented(5) Original Greedy LamSCP Lower bound

Corpus size (phones) 16,496,441 48,020 45,401 45,109
Sentence number 172,168 1,278 1,039 NA
Sentences average
length (phones) 96.8 37.6 43.7 NA

Improvement compared
to greedy (phones) NA 0% 5.5 % 6.1%

Experiment3
"le-monde-word"
mono-represented Original Greedy LamSCP Lower bound

Corpus size (phones) 16,496,441 2,459 2,163 2,028
Improvement compared
to greedy (phones) NA 0% 13.7% 17.5%

Table 2: Each table is associated with an experiment. The first one is a mono-represented covering of the corpus le-monde-sentence.
The second one is a multi-represented covering of the same corpus with a minimum constraint of five units. The third one is a mono-
represented covering of the corpus le-monde-word. The column "Original" shows the main corpora features. The columns "Greedy"
and "LamSCP" provide similar information about the covering. The column "Lower bound" indicates the best lower bound found by
LamSCP.

algorithm. That would tend to prove that lagrangian based
methods made less local choices compare to greedy methods
(taking at each iteration the shortest sentence).

Furthermore,it seems that the greedy algorithm gives good
results on difficult problems. Indeed, the less the number of
sentences in the problem is, the less the distance between so-
lutions provides by greedy, LamSCP and lower bound are. We
think that the reason is that for a large instance problem a lot of
greedy scores are the same and the algorithm chooses one ran-
domly. But our algorithm, thanks to the lagrangian coefficient,
can easily make a difference between those sentences. This can
be an explanationof this experimentalbehaviour.

Finally, for what concernsthe computationalaspectof Lam-
SCP, the programshave been written in C language,expriments
were carried out on a Compaq Apha server (ES-45) with a 12
Go user memory. The computation time of LamSCP for exper-
iment 1 is approximatively 10 hours against only 1 hour for the
greedy algorithm. We are now working on a deep profiling of
our proposed solution in order to obtain a global execution time
quite similar to the greedy approach.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed an original algorithm as a solution to
a set covering problem applied to the automatic creation of lin-
guisticcorpora in speechprocessing. Experimentscarriedout in
French to cover phonemes and diphonemesshowed that a solu-
tion based on lagrangian relaxation principles is more efficient
than a standard greedy algorithm. Starting from a matrix made
of 1,207 attributes (phonemes and diphonemes of French) by

172,168 sentences,our proposedLamSCP algorithmreaches an
optimal solution in 260 sentences (7,776 phones) against 334
(8,641 phones) for a greedy algorithm. Beyond the effective-
ness of this cover, the lagrangian relaxation approach gives us
crucial informationabout the quality of the solution. Indeed we
know that a lower bound to our covering problem is located at
7,717 phones. Thus, we can conclude that our solution is no
more than 0,8% of the true optimal solution.

For the future, we will try to qualify the difficulty of a prob-
lem in connectionwith the optimal estimatedsolution. One can
be interested in finding a relation between some characteristics
of the covering matrix and, for example, the difference between
the lower bound and the cost of the optimal solution.
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